Oracle Database Appliance

Solution-In-a-Box - Pay-As-You-Use, Scalable and Easy to Virtualize

EAInfoBiz Inc. was founded in early 2013, and is built on the client first business approach,

with a goal of providing measurable value to our clients - by reducing time to deploy projects
and consistently deliver quality solutions.
Our Technology services group has extensive experience in delivering value-driven solutions
that address the evolving needs of simple, reliable and affordable engineered system that can
be deployed seamlessly within your infrastructure.

BENEFITS
 Deployment Simplified –

Simplified deployment,
maintenance, and support of
high-availability database and
application workloads. Saves up
to 2,000 hours of labor over a
three-year period with simple
deployment, maintenance, and
support of database workloads,
all supported by Oracle

 Scalable and Pay-as-you-use
- Capacity On-Demand software

licensing allows you to scale from
2 processor cores to 72 without
incurring the costs and downtime
associated with hardware
upgrades

Why do you need an Oracle Database Appliance (ODA)?
 If you need high availability- It is a high availability clustered system that includes
software, servers, storage, and networking, all engineered to work together; and
 If you need to pay-as-you-grow - Customers can start small, licensing only the processor
cores they use and purchase additional licenses as their business demand grows for both
databases and applications; and
 If you need to scale up or down – Customers can scale up to a total of 72 processor cores
and up to 1.5 TB of memory per appliance; and
 If you need to maximize on processing speed - Utilization of the full Oracle Database
Appliance processor core capacity regardless of the database processor core usage; and
 If you need flexibility in virtualization - Oracle Database Appliance Virtual Platform
provides isolation between database and application workload; and
 If you need to reduce time and cost to maintain infrastructure - The Appliance Manager
software also automates patching the entire stack including the database, operating
system, and firmware in a simple process.

 Save ongoing maintenance
time with Consolidation –

Allows businesses to consolidate
Applications, OLTP and data
warehousing databases up to
128 terabytes in size, making it
ideal for midsize to large
organizations

 Easy to Virtualize Virtualization support enables
customers to quickly deploy
complete, highly available
solution appliances to remote
branch office locations
 Packed as In-a-Box Solution –
Allows you to completely
package software’s, servers,
storages, and networking for
enterprise wide usage. EAInfoBiz
specializes in packaging ERP
Application, Database, 3rd Party
Applications, Virtualizations in
Box as a complete solution

Solution-In-a-Box
Fully integrated and
redundant system of
software, servers,
storage and
networking that
delivers highavailability database
services for a wide
range of applications
We can Resell Oracle Hardware and
Software including ODA
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Consulting Services
Business and Technology
leaders have to ensure that the
solution is sustainable, within
budget and achieves business
targets on time. We can help.
Our team has the right
combination of business and
technology experience to
advise you with innovative
solutions to not just meet your
IT needs, but also enhance the
out-of-the-box functionalities
offered by leading products.

Cloud Services
Businesses need an agile platform
to quickly build, test, and scale
new application services and
react to the digital disruption
occurring in their markets. Digital
disruption is accelerating because
of the increasing integration of
processes and information to
yield real-time decisions. Our
Cloud Services Group leverages
Microsoft Azure, Soft Layer and
Oracle Cloud platforms as a
service to rapidly build and
deploy rich applications.

Managed Services
When it comes to Oracle
Application support services, you
need a provider you can rely on,
which isn't always easy when you
have internal team members
with differing experience levels,
especially in complex situations.
It can seem as if you alone are
responsible for shouldering the
burden of diagnosing problems
and at the same time trying to
source multiple roles. We have
dedicated teams in both Toronto
and NY to assist you at all times.

Contact

Anurag Mittal

Fixed Price Services
#

Service Offerings

Inclusions

Fees

1

RACK and Setup

$1000 CAD

2

Storage Additions

3

Virtualization

Setup, Racking nodes, one storage node,
setup console, configuration, external
cabling and Certification Report
Add and Setup Storage Expansion

4

Training

5

Proof of Concept

6

Patching

anuragmittal@eainfobiz.com

www.eainfobiz.com

$1650 CAD
$2500 CAD
$4000 CAD

#

Service Offerings

Inclusions

1

Configuring and
Setting Up ASR,
Disaster
Recovery, Backup

2

PeopleSoft In-aBox

3

JD Enterprise OneIn-a-Box

4

Oracle EbusinessIn-a-Box

5

Banner In a Box

Our Technical Architects will lead the Requirements
Gathering workshop and then design the advance
configuration to best fit your requirements with embedded
leading practices. We will additionally create and execute
thorough unit testing to ensure the advance configuration
can be tested in isolation and tuned to demonstrate higher
than excepted performance.
We can take individual or combination of PeopleSoft Apps
and help you successfully transition your current
development / testing / Support / QA and Production
environments to a ODA to provide high availability enabled
scalable PS-Solution-In-a-Box.
Similarly, we have the expertise to deliver JDE-Solution-Ina-Box and add other Apps like EBusiness / PeopleSoft /
Third Party Apps to provide a comprehensive solution
Similarly, we have the expertise to deliver EBUS-SolutionIn-a-Box and add other Apps like JD Edwards E1 /
PeopleSoft / Third Party Apps to provide a comprehensive
solution
Additionally, we have the Capability to create mix and
solution to add Banner with Oracle Apps to create truly
scalable enterprise apps in a box.

Address

2 Lansing Square,
Suite 503
Toronto, ON M2J 4P8
Phone 647.503.1830

$7400 CAD

Time and Material Services

Principal

EAInfoBiz Inc.

ODA Deployment with VM for
Database and with one VM for application
Conduct 1 Day Onsite Training based on
your requirement
Basic Deployment with non-virtualization
platform or basic virtualization with no
guest VM
Patching of Infrastructure
components - disk, firmware,
OS , virtualization, ILOM and drivers,
Oracle DB and Grid /ASM

$800 CAD
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